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Construction of Danjiang Bridge and Connecting Road Network (Tender 3)
Supplementary Survey, Geological Investigation, Design, Construction
Supervision (Including Guidance and Verification on Carbon Footprint Reporting)
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Questions and Answers for the conference (Europe Area) in Hamburg, Germany
(conducted on Dec. 19, 2014)

<
>
<The following answers are based on the currently drafting
plan. Subject to the announced tender documentation>
Q1:
200
?
Q1: We have many commissioned projects in Asia area currently. We are very
interested in this Danjiang Bridge competition project and would like to
have further information about the participation method. If the project with
span more than 200 m has not yet completed, is it considered meeting the
requirement of “Proof of past project completion” if we provide the
contract?
A:
A: In accordance with the drafted qualification currently, a completed project is
eligible to be considered as the “Proof of past project completion”.
Q2:
?
Q2: We are not familiar with the established tendering company in Taiwan. In

order to invite those companies to form a joint tendering team, could you
provide the company name list participating the conference?
A:

A: In the consideration of competition fairness, the Entity is not suitable to
provide/suggest any tendering company. Since not obtaining the
authorization to disclose, the Entity cannot provide the name list
participating the conference. For further information, please refer to the web
site of “Public Construction Commission” (http://www.pcc.gov.tw/) and
related associations of Engineering Consultancy, Civil Engineer and
Structure Engineer.
Q3:

?

Q3: If I visit Taiwan recently, is it possible to arrange a site visit tour for me?
A:

A: We will consider conducting the site visit on a specific date all-together. The
environment of project site is opened to public now. If you would like to
visit the project site, you can contact the personnel of Entity. However, you
may need to arrange the itinerary by yourself.
Q4:

Q4: We have attended the conference conducted in Taiwan. It was mentioned
that a tenderer should employ some licensed engineers in order to be
qualified. I think it is unfair for foreign tenderer. Is it possible to provide the
licensed engineers during stage two competition or before contract signing?
The requirement appears a formalization demand and is meaningless for the
competition operation.
A:

A: The service scopes of this project include design and construction
supervision services. In accordance with the Professional Engineer
Regulations/Laws and encouraging the tenderer to form an integrated design
and construction supervision joint tendering team to ensure the execution of
proposed project, the requirement is mandatory.
Q5:

?

Q5: Could you provide the environmental information for the surrounding area
of project site?
A:
(www.Djcomp.com.tw)
A: In the future, except for the tender documentation, we will provide some
supplementary documents for reference. Please visit web site at
www.Djcomp.com.tw to download.

